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The News: The Biden Administration announced a new eviction moratorium that will last into October.

The Kid Angle: Families with children are at the greatest risk of eviction, with families of color disproportionately targeted. The July 31 expiration of the original moratorium threatened the housing of roughly 4 million adults with children. The new protections from the CDC are an excellent start. First Focus on Children offers four additional recommendations for ensuring that every child has access to safe, secure and stable housing.

The News: The delta variant is challenging the country's pandemic response, driving “a pandemic of the unvaccinated.”

The Kid Angle: Who is the largest class of unvaccinated individuals? Children. While 37% to 48% of eligible kids have gotten the jab, 100% of children under 12 remain ineligible for the vaccine and, therefore, unprotected.

In the absence of a comprehensive Administration plan for protecting our nation's children, parents around the country have been left scrambling for guidance. Here are a couple of notable Kids-and-Covid stories/threads:

Dr. Ashish Jha on Twitter:

'It's Like Letting A School Bus Driver Who's Drunk Drive Kids,' Says COVID Expert, Georgia Public Broadcasting
Unvaxxed, Unmasked and Putting Our Kids at Risk, New York Times

The Next Covid-19 Battle Will Be About Vaccinating Kids, Wired

If More Adults Don’t Get Vaccinated, More Kids Will Develop COVID-19, Healthline